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About the Author Examples and Tips 
 

Having an About the Author section at the end of your book is a great way to give readers more 
information about yourself, both personally and professionally. This is your author bio. 

Also, some authors choose to place a short author bio on their back cover as well.  
 

 

Bio Wording Tip: 
Make your About the Author/Author Bio wording fit your personality and audience. Is 
your book filled with humor? Add funny tidbits about yourself to your bio. Is your book 
poetic? Make your bio wording sound poetic as well. Do you have a very motivational style 
of writing and speaking? Match the style of your bio’s wording with that encouraging 
fervor. Are you writing to your readers like you’re their trainer? Write your bio with a 
trainer “voice” as well.  
 
Website Tip: 
Do you have a website? Always include your website address at the end of your bio. In the 
Kindle eBook version, be sure the link is active/clickable. 
 
Photo Tip: 
Readers like to see what you look like. Be aware that your author photo inside your book 
will be black and white/grayscale when printed. The most popular style of author photo is 
a professionally-taken head shot from the shoulders/chest up. Sometimes it may make 
sense to have your author photo be of you and your family (depending on your audience 
and topic), or even a full-length photo of yourself. In any case, be sure your photo is high 
resolution, which is necessary for printing. Here are a few examples of instances when a 
head-shot photo could be replaced by something different: 
 
If you’re writing a book about sport fishing, having a photo of yourself on a fishing boat 
with a pole in the water may be appropriate. If you’re a personal trainer, having a full-length 
photo of yourself at a gym may work well. If you are an evangelist or public speaker and 
hope to gain more speaking opportunities through your book, you could consider using a 
high-quality photo of yourself while on stage speaking. If your book is about strengthening 
marriages, consider having your author photo be of you and your spouse.  
 
Length Tip: 
If at all possible, keep your About the Author page to fit on one book page. This will require 
you to be very strategic about what you include in your bio and what you leave out.  
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Content Tip: 
What you should include in your bio is not a one-size-fits-all situation. You should consider 
your audience, topic and voice as you craft your bio. Here are a couple examples of very 
different book styles and recommendations for what could be included in a bio: 
 
Expert: 
Years of experience 
Accolades 
Certifications 
Titles/degrees 
Passions 
Other books you’ve authored 
 

Testimonial: 
Struggle, then breakthrough 
Passions 
Other books you’ve authored 
Family details 
Where you’re from 
Other interests

Your bio is meant to give highlights about who you are. 
 
About the Author Page Examples: 
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About the Author 
 

     Businessman Larry Backstrom was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in 1951. 

Mr. Backstrom spent his formative years on chicken and hops farms in Oregon. 

At the age of 18, he moved to the Bay Area to attend college. For six years, he 

attended three junior colleges, studying both pre-med and business.  

     After his education, Mr. Backstrom entered the electronics industry, 

working as a purchasing manager for a control system manufacturer. In 1975, 

he was offered a position with Avnet, the largest electronic component 

distributor in the world. As the division operations manager, he learned the 

distribution industry. He was appointed regional manager of operations on the 

West Coast and served on a corporate committee as an advisor to corporate 

operations decisions.  

     In 1979 Mr. Backstrom was recruited, with two other industry professionals, to open a division for 

Schweber Electronics in the Bay Area. He was appointed the product marketing director and director of 

operations of the division. The division quickly grew to over 180 employees and went from being the 125th 

largest distributor in gross sales to the third largest distributor, with sales in excess of 60 million dollars in 

1985. 

     Personally, in 1983, Mr. Backstrom had his first child and soon after made the decision to leave the Bay 

Area for the Pacific Northwest in order to raise their daughter around his extended family. He moved to 

Olympia, Washington, where he started Olympic Food Equipment Sales in 1986 with his brother, Dennis.  

     The Backstrom brothers worked as partners successfully for 25 years until Dennis’s retirement in 2010. Mr. 

Backstrom still owns and operates Olympic Food Equipment Sales, Inc., designing and building commercial 

food service facilities.   

     Mr. Backstrom has been working in the distribution industry for the past 40 years and has learned about 

business and government throughout his career. Most of the opinions expressed in this book have come as a 

result of working in and managing multi-million dollar distribution operations. His work with some of the 

largest corporations in America in the semi-conductor and food service equipment industries has shaped his 

opinions and understanding of business in America today. 
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